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Building A Better Field Experience
Field experiences should be a fun, memorable and important part of a student’s education.
It’s important for kids of all ages to see and experience new things. The success of a field
experience is dependent on good planning, clear expectations and student engagement.
This document provides some tips on how you can make field experiences more relevant
and successful for your students – even before you set foot outside the school.

Key Elements to A Successful Field Experience
1. Make sure the field experience aligns with what you’re teaching.
Don’t provide a field experience simply for the sake of providing a field experience, otherwise you may find
that the event actually causes your students to disengage. After all, they’ll be confused if they’re learning about coastal ecosystems but the trip is to a historical society where the topic is never broached. It’s
advisable to research opportunities in your area carefully. Non-profits, educational institutions and government agencies may provide onsite programs, labs or exhibits which support your classroom lesson. In lots
of cases, the institution can tell you exactly how their lessons will align to your classroom goals and meet
state standards. If they can’t provide this material however, it falls to the teacher to ensure the trip will be
educationally beneficial to his/her students by developing written objectives and goals for the experience.
Of course, you don’t have to find an outside agency to meet your teaching objectives. Think about ways to
utilize public outdoor areas, state parks or even in the neighborhood around the school for a field experience. Wherever you decide to go on your field experience, it’s advisable that you visit before taking your
students. Many organizations and agencies offer free teacher preview visits precisely for this reason.

2. Demonstrate a high level of teacher and chaperone involvement.
This is perhaps the most overlooked element of a field experience’s success. Teachers and chaperones
must lead by example, yet studies show that most teachers take a hands-off approach to field experiences
and depend on the staff at the facility they are visiting to provide the bulk of the day’s educational content.
This can stymie the students’ learning experience because they may feel the trip was unimportant,
especially if they notice that the teacher and chaperones are not engaged.
Teachers should set clear expectations about personal conduct for both students and chaperones (see
additional information on etiquette below) and then model this conduct throughout the trip. For example,
during formal presentations, chaperones should remain as attentive, quiet and engaged as the students.
During less formal parts of the experience, such as when students are allowed to roam the facility at their
leisure, chaperones should remain with them and not head off to the coffee bar or outside to smoke cigarettes. The teacher should always provide these expectations in writing to chaperones and reinforce them
throughout the field experience. In some cases, you might want to develop a chaperone contract or even
hold a chaperone training well in advance of the actual trip.
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3. Provide a variety of learning opportunities.
As you know, people learn in different ways, so you can help your students get the most out of their trip
by letting them experience it in different ways. It’s advisable to give students some time to freely explore
before putting them to work. This allows them time to become familiar with the facility they are visiting and
builds their enthusiasm. When it’s time to get to work, try mixing up your activities instead of providing a
one-size-fits-all tool to students – such as a list of questions that need to be answered on site. Let students
use math, writing and art to express their experience or to achieve learning goals. For older students, you
can even introduce photography or videography into the mix (see “Using pocket technology” below.) The
goal here is to be creative so students are using their brains and bodies in a variety of ways throughout the
field experience.

4. Provide pre- and post-experiences.
Throwing students into a museum, zoo or aquarium without any advanced instruction on how to interpret
what they’ll see is a little like sending them into the wilderness without a map. Without direction, students
may quickly become overwhelmed or bored and disengage. Or worse, some students may begin to act out
which will thwart learning by those students who are engaged. Pre-experience activities will help students
understand how the field trip fits into their overall learning and will provide them with clear goals for what
they need to see, experience and understand while at the facility. Some of the basic pre-experience resources you may want to provide include a map of the facility they are visiting, a list of exhibits and a copy
of the day’s schedule.
After the trip is over, post-experience activities allow students to analyze and use what they learned. They
also give the teacher a ready-made evaluation tool for the success of the experience.
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5. Provide clear expectations for field trip etiquette.
As with anywhere else, practicing good etiquette not only shows respect to the facility you’re visiting, but
actually enhances the students’ ability to learn by limiting distractions. Make it clear to your students that
you expect the same level of good behavior on a field experience as you would in the classroom. If the
trip is to an outdoor area, new rules may have to be introduced. The Oceanscape Network has a variety of
materials on outdoor etiquette and safety which may assist you.
Here are some other items you may want to consider including in your etiquette guidlines:
n Wearing appropriate clothing: Inappropriate or insufficient dress is one of the most
common issues for students on field trips. Because dress has a direct effect on the students’
comfort level, it will also directly impact their ability to learn. Let’s face it, a student who’s cold,
wet or wearing flip-flops instead of sturdy shoes to climb around in tide pools will be distracted
from their learning. To help facilitate appropriate dress, send home dress guidelines to
parents. Dressing in layers with a waterproof outer garment is always a good idea, but
sometimes students will forget even basic clothing such as socks. Some teachers make
dressing for a field experience a fun challenge by offering rewards to students who most
closely followed the dress guidelines.
n Eating well: While teachers may have no control over what kind of breakfast students will
have at home prior to the field trip, they should anticipate that hunger will quickly become a
factor which interferes with learning. Encourage students to bring their own snacks, but
understand that some will either forget or will bring inappropriate foods. Addressing how food
is packed may also be important. Using recyclable brown bags will make it easier to store and
transport food as opposed to bulky lunch boxes. Even with the best laid plans, it may still fall to
the teacher to arrange for nutritious food and drinking water. Organizing snacks can even be a
task chaperones take on so the teacher can concentrate on handling educational content.
n Using “pocket technology”: Older students will undoubtedly have cell phones and smart
devices on them and there will be a natural inclination to take these out and start playing with
them. Rather than trying to squelch this inclination, teachers can tailor it toward a learning
goal. For example, present your students with a photography contest such as “best photo
of an animal you saw today” or “take a self-portrait in front of the exhibit you found the most
interesting.” You can use the photos and videos during your post-visit activities as a way of
implementing discussion and reflection.
Of course, you’ll still need to set limits on when the devices should be in students’ hands.
For example, all devices should be put away during any formal presentations provided by a
facility’s educators, but can be brought out during the free-choice learning portion of the visit.
MORE ON ETIQUETTE AND SAFETY: Need additional resources to help your students
prepare for a safe and appropriate field experience? Visit the Oceanscape Network’s
Experience area and click on “Enjoying Nature” for additional materials on these topics.
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6. Make it fun and exciting.
One of the major reasons people visit zoos, aquariums and museums is to experience a sense of fun,
excitement and awe. The fact that it’s a day away from the routine of school will enhance this excitement,
but you can do even more. For example:
n Give yourself plenty of time. There’s nothing worse than having to rush through the field
experience because you have to be back to school soon. Anticipate transportation time,
bathroom breaks, waiting in line to get into the facility, etc. If you find yourself with extra time,
have prepared activities for your students so they don’t become bored. You can even
employee your chaperones to help with this duty.
n Provide social time during the trip. Sometimes, teachers become so absorbed with
organizing every moment of the field trip that they disregard the students’ natural enthusiasm
to discuss their experiences. Engaged students will want to share their thoughts and excitement with each other, so encourage this. After all, if the student was at the facility with a parent
they’d be constantly discussing what they’re seeing, right? Consider providing some social
time for students to just talk and visit with each other. Eating lunch at the facility or having half
an hour prior to boarding the bus back to school may help students learn from each other.
n Debrief. Once the field experience has concluded, schedule a time where your students
can reflect on their experience. Studies show that reflection is an important component in the
students’ understanding and retention of the trip’s learning goals. This “debrief” may be
different from a more formal post-visit activity because it encourages students to share what
they felt, not just what they learned. Asking questions like “what exhibit made the biggest
impact on you personally?” or “what was the biggest surprise you had on this trip?” will
encourage students to relate the field experience to their personal lives. If the student sees the
experience as personally relevant, they’re more likely to retain the lesson.
MORE FIELD RESOURCES FOR TEACHERS AND STUDENTS:
Need advice on how your students can create a scientific field notebook or take better field
notes? The Oceanscape Network provides additional free materials for educators which can
be downloaded directly from our site at oceanscape.aquarium.org.
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